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Mark S. Simpson and his partner, Brian K. Albro (and the remainder of persons identified on this website) are involved in an illegal terrorism conspiracy that is being given legal protection by the Barack Hussein Obama administration. Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro are wanted for possession of child pornography and conspiracy to spread HIV (the virus that causes AIDS) in Morocco, and are under investigation for violation of terrorism statutes in several countries. Approximately 2008-2009, Mark Simpson was discovered to be in possession of child pornography while serving as the Administrator of a children's school in Marrakesh, Morocco. The investigation further revealed that Simpson and Albro participated in a bioterrorism conspiracy to engage sexual relations with Moroccan nationals while infected with HIV. As part of an effort to escape prosecution for their crimes, Simpson and Albro are also suspected to have provoked several acts of violence resulting in death by conducting illegal hoaxes that targeted high officials of the Moroccan government with false accusations of espionage. Brian Albro is Simpson's partner, attorney and technology expert who is assisting Simpson to engage a campaign of death threats against witnesses, including cyber-stalking of witnesses and directing unknown persons to vandalize the homes and properties of these witnesses with blood (in an effort to threaten them with HIV infection). Because all legal processes are being obstructed directly by the President of the United States of America because he is directly involved in this illegal conspiracy, it is thereby up to the public to take matters into their own hands and take every action possible to conduct direct surveillance and neutralize all activities by all persons identified on this website because they are now attempting to provoke a massive terrorist attack somewhere in the world so that they can use such a 'false flag' attack as an excuse to engage the illegal arrest/assassination of numerous witnesses to this conspiracy in order to prevent the public from learning about it and thereby demanding their criminal prosecution for these very serious crimes.

Snippets of sample recordings from the evidentiary archive (hundred of hours of recordings in total) are as follows:

Recording between Webmaster and Ambassador Edward M. Gabriel's attorney, and Yahya Rouach, discussing the crimes committed by Simpson and his constituency

Recording between Webmaster and Ambassador Edward M. Gabriel discussing the crimes committed by Simpson and his constituency
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Recording of Webmaster threatening Assistant United States Attorney Daniel Dorskey for his botching of the Al-Qaeda investigation and the subsequent murder of Raoul Campana and provocation of the Mumbai Attacks which followed in 2008.

If you have any information concerning the activities of Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro please send this information to the FBI and DHS. You may download a directory of FBI agent/employees here and ALL DHS Employees here.

Mark S. Simpson was employed at several prestigious children's private schools located in the United States and Morocco, where he systematically went from school to school provoking substantial scandals before his conduct was finally exposed. This pattern of misconduct resulting in Simpson's forced resignation from at least three different schools is partially documented in a blog article authored by Simpson on 11/17/2014, a copy of which can be found here. Simpson's most prominent position was as the Upper School Head of Trinity School in New York City, located on the Upper West Side of Manhattan on West 91st Street between Columbus Avenue and Amsterdam Avenue. Simpson left his position at Trinity School to take a job as Headmaster of the American School of Marrakesh, which is a branch of the American School of Tangier.

Mark Simpson and Brian Albro are members of an international criminal network of homosexual terrorists headquartered in Hollywood, California, which has branches and cells located all around the world. This international organization is comprised of numerous cells of 'bosses' and 'underbosses' who are protected and assisted by an advanced network of Spiritual Leaders (Federal Judges), Lieutenants (comprised of high-level current and former government officials), and a large cadre of Soldiers who work to handle the day to day activities of the organization with a goal of shielding the organization from exposure and prosecution for their crimes and targeting victims of the organization with subversive and violent actions including assassination. This organization's branch in Morocco was led by Joseph A. McPhillips, a prolific pedophile who was active in Morocco for several decades before this cell was semi-disrupted when McPhillips was assassinated in 2007 and the cell thereby exposed in 2009. Since that time, McPhillips constituency has retaliated against the author of this website by attempting to assassinate him in New York in 2013, and attempting to collapse a terrorism ceasefire which has been in place since 911.

Simpson and Albro have warrants issued for their arrest in Morocco on criminal charges. Multiple civil lawsuits have also been filed against Simpson and Albro, both in Morocco and the United States. A summary of the conflict can be found in two complaints which can be found here. The New York City Police Department and Manhattan District Attorney's Office are also being sued for false arrest and malicious prosecution after they were forced to dismiss yet another false police complaint filed by Simpson and Albro falsely alleging harassment against the author of this website, as found here.

Mark S. Simpson and/or Brian K. Albro are known to have established (since approximately 2012) the following web properties and internet aliases:

www.marksimpson.rocks (CURRENT ACTIVE SITE)

Wordpress.com Websites/Gravatars

www.drmarksimpson.com
www.newyorkgaywriter.com
www.markshermansimpson.com
www.elementalprofundity.com
drmarksimpson.wordpress.com
anewyorkgaywriter.wordpress.com
newyorkgaywriter.wordpress.com
msimpsondorotg.wordpress.com
en.gravatar.com/shirtlessniceland
en.gravatar.com/anglicansaints

Deleted Wordpress.com Websites/Gravatars

novelsofmssimpson.wordpress.com
markshermansimpson.wordpress.com
novelsandthoughtsofwyttiamerson.wordpress.com
agriculteurs4sexy.wordpress.com
markrubidouxsimpson.wordpress.com
avalanceatalina.wordpress.com
anglicansaints.wordpress.com
www.novelsofmssimpson.com
www.victoria1837.com
en.gravatar.com/agriculteurs4sexy
en.gravatar.com/markrubidouxsimpson
en.gravatar.com/avalanceatalina

Amazon.com Author Profiles

Mark Simpson
M.S. Simpson
Sebastian Hawarden McHenry
Campbell George Cardeston
Luke Winterborne
C. Alcuin Becket
Wyatt Jameson
Angus Grafton

Deleted Google+ Websites and Profiles

www.kabukiandshirtless.com
www.draculadancing.com
www.wordswordhandcoleridge.com
www.whitmanandrimbaudkissing.com
www.whitmankissingrimbaud.com
www.keronaucrimbaud.com
www.shirtlessculturalandgay.com
www.guiccygaygeeksandhunks.com
www.novasimpsonscotia.com
www.blogger.com/profile/10595979589183199636
www.blogger.com/profile/03299136927808961600
plus.google.com/102752952946887364961

Active and Deleted Email Addresses

whitmankissingrimbaud@gmail.com
wordswordhandcoleridge@yahoo.fr
mark_simpson_fiction@yahoo.com
mark_rubidoux_simpson@yahoo.fr
roundmountainpress@yahoo.com
campbellcardeston@gmail.com
esprit_litteraire@yahoo.fr
jeremiuelchulisse@gmail.com
adamchance858@yahoo.co.uk
lukes_winterborne@yahoo.fr
asphodels_adrift@yahoo.fr
fruitful_seasons@yahoo.fr
round_mountain@yahoo.com
adieu_tristesse@yahoo.ca
chastelgautier@yahoo.fr
victoria.1837@yahoo.com
saint_joachim@yahoo.ca
faietes_vivre@yahoo.com
lirepouvivre@yahoo.fr
wilsnow_road@yahoo.fr
bucrapsail@yahoo.com
simpsomark@yahoo.com
enfin_espoir@yahoo.fr
ange_egoiste@yahoo.fr
m_s_simpson@yahoo.fr
stotquement@yahoo.fr
coupe_verre@yahoo.fr
middle_mist@yahoo.fr
demailloter@yahoo.fr
master93@yahoo.com
stoitquement@yahoo.fr
seano75@yahoo.fr

Sample articles and comments originating from the above web-properties established by Mark Simpson can be downloaded here (Part 1), here (Part 2) and here (Part3). These articles document the cyber-stalking campaign engaged by Mark Simpson against his victim (over the course of several years), and have been
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redacted to remove pornographic photographs and the victim's name. The author of this website is thereby asking the public not to encourage, assist and/or participate in Mark Simpson's illegal cyber-stalking activities. Mark Simpson himself markets and advertises this website documenting his crimes through pages on his own websites such as the one previously found at [URL removed], where Simpson comments on the financial payouts made by his co-conspirators to compensate the webmaster for Simpson's illegal misconduct by stating "the money was paid to this man, to shut him up." It is clear that a corporation would never pay $170,000 to someone to 'shut them up' about reporting legal activity, and that this money was paid to cover up illegal activity from being made public. It is also clear from Simpson's own advertising of this website that he desperately seeks approval and sympathy from his blog followers for his cyber-stalking activities by attempting to present himself as a 'victim' of 'homophobia,' when in actuality this website documenting Simpson's illegal activities was only placed online in 2014 as a response to illegal stalking, threats and harassment being directed by Mark Simpson and his co-conspirators against the webmaster (in breach of a confidentiality agreement reached in 2012 that prohibited Simpson from publically gloating about the crimes which he committed during his employment in Morocco for which he escaped prosecution by being smuggled out of the country before he could be arrested).

All of Mark S. Simpson's 'literary novels' are self-published, although he presents them as published by legitimate publishers. Some of them are titled "Kabuki in a G-string," "Shirtless in Iceland," and "The Russian Gothic Novel and Its British Antecedents," yet he repackages them under different titles and author names (as demonstrated by the aliases listed in Amazon.com section above) to attempt to increase his sales by deceiving readers into thinking the books are different when they are essentially the same book listed under different titles and author names, with other minor changes. One of his original manuscripts can be found [URL removed]. Another of his manuscripts making racist and derogatory comments against Morocco can be found [URL removed]. Mark S. Simpson was also found to be attempting to publish these sexually explicit (and thus inappropriate) materials while working as an Administrator at Trinity School, and then again while working as the Headmaster of the American School of Marrakesh. When Simpson's pornography publishing activities became known to his last employer and the US/Moroccan/French governments, Simpson was subsequently placed under investigation for violating Article 489 of Morocco's penal code as well as promoting various forms of literary and pictorial homosexual pornography, but in actuality they are being established as vehicles for Mark Simpson to engage in cyber-stalking against his victims. Simpson also posts photos of himself posing for sexual purposes. Mark S. Simpson also uses his websites to publish links to other extremely graphic pornography websites displaying pictures of homosexual males engaging graphic sexual acts including penetration, copulation, sadomasochism and pictures of persons eating feces and smeared all over their faces and bodies. Samples of these website publications will not be provided directly on this site because the content is too extreme, repulsive and traumatic to be viewed by most people and/or directly linked-to on this website, but the material has been submitted directly to the courts in ongoing litigation with documentation confirming them as authentic and having originated from links published directly on Mark S. Simpson's web properties. These Court filings can be provided upon request made via email to terrorism@markersharmansimpson.com, yet anyone making such a request is warned that the content is extreme and could traumatize you. Simpson links to these graphic feces-oriented pornography sites while also marketing his blog former students who are clearly underage children. Former co-workers, students and friends of Simpson should not be involuntarily exposed to such graphic and extreme pornography without any warning should they discover Simpson's site and accidentally start to browse through without knowing where some links on the site will lead. Brian Albro has also established online dating profiles on various sex sites where he posts photographs of his genitals (which can be viewed by anyone who registers a subscription to these sites). One of Brian Albro's profiles can be found at [URL removed]. As a result of this ongoing conflict, the webmaster's associates have retaliated by hacking the company that hosted this profile (Adult Friend Finder aka Friend Finder Networks) as documented [URL removed], and the hack of the Federal Government including the Office of Personnel Management as documented [URL removed]. These are just two publically acknowledged hacks related to this conflict, although there are many more not yet disclosed by Federal Authorities. An email from the webmaster to the Manhattan District Attorney and the NYPD threatening to hack them is also documented [URL removed].

The sexually explicit and graphic material being marketed by Simpson via his web properties is clearly and unequivocally inappropriate for any current and/or former Teacher/School Administrator to publish (under their own name, no less) whereby former students could eventually discover the materials. Mark S. Simpson spent the majority of his life working in schools with young children which he mentored while illegally plotting to expose himself to them in a sexually explicit manner at some later point in time. Mark S. Simpson believes that it is acceptable (and even appropriate) for a Teacher and/or School Administrator (or any employee for that matter) to have a side job of marketing and/or publishing graphic homosexual pornography (which includes pictures of human excretion [specifically eating and/or consuming excrement]), despite the risk that children in the school could eventually become aware of such extra-curricular activities engaged by school employees. Simpson has himself just recently contacted students at a previous school where he worked and personally directed them to visit both this website (and his own) in an attempt to involve children in his scandals. Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro have even attempted to publish fictionalized literary novels (with page 20 containing the actual name of a victim he is stalking) which they placed on sale at Amazon.com in an effort to financially profit off the various crimes they committed against their victims. This literary novel (and all his previous web properties) have been removed through court proceedings, although they continue to be re-established under different titles and URLs.

Simpson does not deem it provocative for anyone to market graphic homosexual pornography to pre-pubescent children as part of their sexual education, and he publishes his beliefs openly on his blog (pictures redacted as the persons depicted are completely nude). Simpson's attempts to introduce homosexual propaganda to children at the schools where he worked were rebuffed by parents/teachers at these institutions on numerous occasions, resulting in his being forced to resign from at least three different schools before his scandalous career was finally brought to an end. Simpson engaged a life-long career of terrorizing his former co-workers and employers by engaging criminal actions and illegal retribution against anyone who did not share and promote his radical sexual agenda, but he was finally removed as a threat to children after committing a series of highly criminal actions at his last place of employment in Morocco. It is also clear from Simpson's current web activities that he expected these scandals would gain him fame, publicity and media coverage for his extremist views.

Mark S. Simpson claims on his blog that he does not have any sexual attraction to any teenagers (both Simpson and Albro are almost 60 years old), yet he publishes numerous photos of nude males on his blog (many of which can easily pass for teenagers). Simpson also links to other graphic websites that promote teenage pornography and incest, including those which also depict the feces-oriented content. Mark S. Simpson claims these photos of young teens are being published to his blog followers as 'eye candy.' Simpson is also continuously seeking to obtain employment at children's schools, and he even falsely claims that his potential employers at various schools love his pornography websites and are supportive of his teenage career as a pornography publisher. Mark Simpson and Brian Albro actively attempt to surround themselves with children despite the fact that their activities clearly pose a danger to any child and/or adult that would chose to associate with them, especially in light of the fact that their various espionage activities targeting the Moroccan and United States governments have already qualified them as assassination candidates for several Middle Eastern governments.

Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro are to be considered armed and dangerous as they are confirmed to have direct access to the biological pathogen known as Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV), which is the virus that causes AIDS. Simpson and Albro are actively involved in a conspiracy to provoke terrorist attacks through engaging false hoaxes and other espionage-related operations against various governments and persons they deem to be 'homophobic.' All persons should be warned that this group takes special attention to target religious people for violent sabotage, even in cases where such persons still treat them fairly. If you are to encounter members of this organization, you should either avoid them or otherwise take appropriate steps to obtain assistance from others (including law enforcement) before attempting to confront them. Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro are to be monitored at all times when in public and their activities documented by all persons able to do so to ensure that no innocent persons are harmed by them. Please help to report all suspicious activities engaged by Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro so that they finally be brought to justice. Simpson and Albro are not only evading criminal charges in Morocco, but they have also refused to respond to litigation in Federal Court in the United States while continuing to conduct terrorism-related activities against their victims. Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro are currently able to evade arrest for their activities in America due to their connections to various high-level politicians who are also involved in espionage-related activities on behalf of this organization. Mark S. Simpson has demonstrated previous contacts with numerous Hollywood dignitaries including Adam Levine of Maroon 5, David Uke Levine, the former President of NBC Warren W. Littlefield and other Hollywood dignitaries and politicians including the Attorney General of New York. Simpson claims to come from a family of attorneys, judges and senators. Simpson also claims to also be friends with Cyrus R. Vance, the current Manhattan District Attorney. A sample email from Mark Simpson to Ambassador Edward M. Gabriel concerning his friendship with the Manhattan DA (where he is also admitting to blackmailing Stephen and Harland Eastman, two of his Co-Conspirators as described below) can be found here. Many of Simpson's friends and family have already rebuked and disassociated themselves from him for engaging these very provocative and illegal activities, and his former government protectors have also started to do the same after being exposed for providing Simpson unlawful assistance to pursue knowingly false criminal complaints filed against innocent victims and targets of this stalking and harassment.

Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro are confirmed to be part of an overarching homosexual terrorism conspiracy, the goal of which is to provoke armed conflict between various religions and nations (including the Middle East, Britain, France, Israel and the United States) to diminish the appeal of religion and guide the majority of the world towards a form of sexualized-atheism as the primary religion. This illegal conspiracy is known to have engineered military conflicts between the three main religions (Judaism/Christianity/Islam) in an effort to collapse them all, and as part of a plot to use violent warfare as a catalyst to force alterations to main religious texts (Torah/Talmud/Gospel/Quaran/Hadith) removing references which define homosexuality as a sin. Simpson and Albro are also knowingly attempting to collapse a terrorist ceasefire which has been in place since September of 2001. This ceasefire was negotiated by non-governmental organizations to help prevent government sabotage that provokes terrorism, and upon Simpson's organization having become aware of the existence of this cease-fire, they have engaged numerous operations attempting to sabotage it with the goal of provoking terrorism.

This is not a hoax. If you have the ability to monitor and report upon any suspicious and/or questionable activity engaged by these persons to law enforcement, please do so immediately and before any additional acts of terrorism are provoked by these individuals. Mark S. Simpson is already implicated in provoking at least two acts of terrorism thus far. Numerous governmental bodies are feuding over this matter which has provoked an obstruction of this investigation at the highest levels of numerous governments. It is therefore up to the public to intervene and monitor this imminent terrorist threat, and to prevent any further harm to innocent persons which are being plotted by this organization and their participants. Any able-bodied person should cooperate and assist government entities by monitoring and reporting any suspicious activities by Simpson/Albro and his co-conspirators so that the illegal activities of this homosexual terrorism organization can be disrupted to whatever degree possible.

Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro have also been threatening the families of individuals unfortunate enough to have witnessed their crimes. Brian K. Albro is a technology expert that has been using his skills to engage cyber-terrorism, stalking and harassment against victims targeted by Simpson. Brian K. Albro was also discovered to have emailed several illegal death threats to persons who have witnessed their crimes, including the author of this website. An IP trace and notarized report concerning these illegal emails confirm that they originated from Verizon Inc. residential internet accounts belonging to Mark Simpson and Brian Albro, and that they were sent using advanced anonymity technology purchased by Brian Albro in an effort to thwart identification of the authors. It was also subsequently discovered that Mark Simpson and Brian Albro also sought out the services of private investigators to stalk not only his victims, but also their families, and they have also attempted to incite direct physical violence against their victims on numerous occasions. If you have the ability to neutralize these crimes by informing the police of any unlawful activity contemplated or engaged by Brian Albro or Mark Simpson immediately, please do so. It is up to the public to intervene and neutralize this imminent terrorist threat by cooperating with local, state and federal law enforcement to ensure they are fully apprised of the activities of these two individuals.

The following is some biographical information concerning Mark S. Simpson and Brian K. Albro. This information is intended to provide additional warning to the public to ensure that Simpson and Albro are unable to engage their unlawful activities at any locations they may have frequented in the past, or any locations they may currently frequent. If anyone has additional information concerning Mark S. Simpson and/or Brian K. Albro, please submit this information via email to the proper authorities so that the police and public can continue to be warned about the potential threat posed by these persons and their criminal organization.

Mark S. Simpson Background Information (Born March 1954)

Employment History: Mark S. Simpson
2008-2009 Headmaster - The American School of Marrakesh, branch of the American School of Tangier, Morocco
1995-2003 Upper School Principal, AP English, American Literature Teacher - Windward School, Los Angeles, California
1983-1987 Middle School Principal, Assistant Headmaster, English Teacher - All Saints Episcopal School, Lubbock, Texas

Education History: Mark S. Simpson
University of California, Ph.D. in Comparative Literature
University of California, MA in Comparative Literature
University of California, BA in History
University of Leeds, England (sat/passed BA examinations)

Brian K. Albro Background Information

Employment History: Brian K. Albro
07/99 to Present: McDermott, Will & Emery - Senior Legal Analyst (New York)
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Education History: Brian K. Albro
Western State University College of Law, Fullerton, CA (Doctor of Jurisprudence, 1993)
Portland State University, Portland, OR (Business Administration, 1978)

Additional Information
Possible relatives of Simpson as published on his blogs are Josh, Jill, Clay and Norma (provided to further identify Simpson as not known to be co-conspirators).
Possible residence of Simpson/Albro as published by Simpson on his blogs is 405 Main Street, New York NY 10044

Organizational Chart:
OPERATION OLD MOUNTAIN MAFIA

Co-Boss

Co-Boss
Known Co-Conspirators:

**Spiritual Leaders**

- Federal Judge Delaware
  - RICHARD G. ANDREWS
- Federal Judge New York
  - ALLYNE R. ROSS
- Federal Judge Florida
  - JOAN A. LENARD
- Federal Judge Florida
  - DARRIN P. GAYLES

**Lieutenants**

- United States Ambassador
  - ROBERT P. JACKSON
- CIA Director
  - FRANK G. WISNER II
- Federal Magistrate Delaware
  - MARY PAT THYNGE
- State Judge New York
  - LAURIE PETERSON
- United States Ambassador
  - EDWARD M. GABRIEL
- Politician (France)
  - PIERRE BERGE
- United States Attorney
  - MARCOS DANIEL JIMENEZ
- New York District Attorney
  - CYRUS R. VANCE JR.

**Soldiers**

- BENJAMIN DELL
- DAVE KAPNER
- TARA COLLINS
- SAMUEL LEVY
Snapshots from the evidentiary archive:

Prince Moulay Rachid of Morocco and Joseph A. McPhillips

Prince Moulay Rachid of Morocco and Edward M. Gabriel

King Mohammed VI of Morocco and Edward M. Gabriel
Yves Saint Laurent (Fashion Designer) and Pierre Berge

Nicolas Sarkozy (President of France) and Pierre Berge

Segolene Royal (Politician, France) and Pierre Berge

King Mohamed V and Imam

King Hassan II and Imam

King Hassan II and Imam

Bishop Idriss III of Volubilis for the International Fellowship of Catholics and Muslims

in opposition to the IFCJ